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Who is behind the Human
Centered Business Index?
Lumen Behavior partners with brave companies ready
to become Human Centered in business and operations,
by facilitating purpose, empathy, systems-approach and
resilience into decision making processes.
Lumen Behavior is a boutique consulting firm with clients
around the world. We leverage the core competencies of
strategic innovation, applied research, quality evaluation,
impact reporting and stakeholder dialogues to advance
decisions that impact human wellbeing.
Lumen Behavior
LumenBehavior.com
info@lumenbehavior.com
@lumenbehavior
Assessorsgatan 14
Stockholm
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What?

Human Centered Business
The frontrunners of Human Centered Business are companies that have moved beyond sustainability
and are leading with purpose, empathy, systems-approach and resilience. A Human Centered Business
begins with a belief that all problems are solvable, recognizing that the solutions can be found in people
and relationships. Adopting a Human Centered approach entails problem-solving and targeted efforts
to prioritize diverse stakeholders.

Leading with
1.

Purpose: Meaning derived from carrying forward values-driven work.

2.

3.

Systems-approach: Business moves away from “linear” thinking

Purpose is described and acted on in relation to core business. 		

(focus is on fixing isolated problems) to a systems perspective

Actions of company align with a core purpose.

(holistic view of sustainability).

Empathy: Empathy, or putting oneself in the shoes of the stakeholder,

4.

Resilience: Adaptability, flexibility, and willingness to innovate

is embraced as a foundational element of better business and business 	

and iterate in order to solve problems.

communication. Company is aware of the importance of empathy 		
delivered to the entire marketplace – from customers, to employees,
to the public.

Why?

Learning from the frontrunners
The aim of the Human Centered Business Index is to highlight the frontrunners of Human C
 entered
Business, to encourage others to follow their example and to inspire discussion about the future
of business in Sweden and globally. The Index facilitates measuring, comparing, tracking and 
communicating progress and development.
How?

Methodology
The Human Centered Business Index is based on a four-phase qualitative study. The research was
conducted between 2014 and 2016 and resulted in the first annual Human Centered Business Index.
The Index will be revised and updated periodically in the future.

Developing the Human Centered Business Index:
1. Phase I: Qualitative consumer analysis

3. Phase III: Through the support of a highly qualified nomination network
from diverse sectors in Sweden, 250 companies were identified and 		

a. 450 in-depth interviews with consumers in Sweden and 450 in-depth
		

interviews with consumers globally (15 countries across four 	

		

continents). The interviews were conducted face-to-face or by phone.

b. Phase I was conducted over a two-year period between 		
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January 2014 and February 2016.

2. Phase II: Based on research from international experts in human centered
design, systems change and social innovation, Phase II helped to refine the
Human Centered Business framework.

screened for the Index.

4. Phase IV: Indexing Human Centered Business – A summary measure
of the key dimensions of Human Centered Business: purpose, empathy,
systems-approach and resilience.

a. Eleven indicators tied to a standard business operating framework
b. Objective criteria were developed to determine score. Those are based
		

on the reporting principles provided by Global Reporting Initiative

		

(GRI), one of the most well established frameworks for corporate 	

		

sustainability reporting.

Human Centered
Business Index 2016
Insights from the Frontrunners

TOP 10
(alphabetical order)

Skanska and IKEA
together

BoKlok

DayCape

Elekta

Fjällräven

Frösunda

GodEl

IUG 		

Mitt Liv

Top 10 Human Centered
Business Index 2016
1.
		
		
		
		

Being successful in sustainability has moved
the winners beyond traditional notions of
“sustainability” into a new understanding
of their core business as a vehicle for 		
multidimensional value creation.

2.
		
		
		

By standing strong in purpose, the winners
have mobilized the momentum to leap from
one single issue to a complex understanding
of issues as being interconnected.

3.
		
		
		
		

Entrepreneurship – or intrapreneurship
– is key. By taking agency beyond one’s
own operations and believing in one’s own
significance, the winners have taken on 		
the task of creating change for their fields.

4.
		
		
		
		
		

From sure to clear: the frontrunners have
made a shift from a focus on being right to
being transparent and in motion. This means
that they can openly share and have a 		
dialogue about the challenges they face and
the improvements they are making.

Insights from the Customers

The Critical Customer – longing for
companies operating in tune with humanity

Polarbröd

Saltå Kvarn

About the Human
Centered Business Index
The Human Centered Business Index measures
performance on the metrics of purpose, empathy,
systems-approach and resilience, based on publicly
available materials. The parameters were used to
rank companies into four tiers of Human Centered
business. In the 2016 Index, the companies are not
ranked within their tier.

• Real answers are found in real conversations
		 – the customer wants to be heard with 		
		 empathy and take part in meaningful
		engagement.
•
		
		
		

The critical customer is your friend
– expressing dissatisfaction is a way 		
of showing commitment and helping
you improve.

• Trust is built by those brave enough to
		 enter into conversation.
•
		
		
		
		

It is okay to misstep from time to time
– the customer is not interested in a 		
company being “right”. When things go 		
wrong the values are tested, how a company
responds makes a strong impression.
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Human Centered
Business
Today’s global challenges are so large and complex that they require a new kind of problem-solving
and way of doing business. Finding solutions requires a diversity of perspectives, approaches and
capabilities. The business sector plays a critical role in forging the path forward.
Siloed sustainability efforts in companies are no longer sufficient to handle and leverage the complex
web of relationships and stakeholders at play in today’s business context. The wealth of knowledge
and perspectives available at our fingertips has changed the game.

The current gap
Thirty years of work in the sustainability field
has closed the knowledge gap on a wide array of
issues. The World Commission on Environment
and Development defined sustainability as
“development which meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” in 1987.
Long gone are the days when economics were the
only parameter of interest to business leaders,
owners and investors. Today, environmental and
social sustainability issues are front and center.
The gap we are now facing is not one of know
ledge, but one of skills. What is needed for leaders
to handle sustainability holistically? What is
needed for leaders in an era beyond sustainability?

Mastering the skills of Human
Centered Business
The importance of not making sustainability a
separate issue from the core business is stressed
in global frameworks such as The United Nations
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights,
and the so-called Ruggie Principles, as well as in
research and business policy.

Business beyond sustainability requires the
courage of a deep connection to core business.
With an ever-growing number of relevant
perspectives and angles, each and every one
with the potential to impact the business,
we must master a new set of skills to remain
agile and relevant.
The skills of Human Centered Business allow
for connectedness in a rapidly changing world.
It entails leading with:
•
•
•
•

Purpose
Empathy
Systems-approach
Resilience

It is not about re-imagining sustainability.
It is about transcending into Human Centered
Business: mastering the skills to integrate lessons
from a multitude of stakeholders across the
traditional understanding of sustainability,
and leveraging these lessons in strategy and
business development.

Business

Sustainable Business

Profit

Planet

People

Profit

Planet

People
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Profit

Leading
with purpose,
empathy, systemsapproach, resilience

Human Centered Business

The key to Human Centered
Business: The Stakeholder
So why “Human Centered”? Because the key
to transcending is to embrace the stakeholders
– the individuals, groups and systems that impact
and are impacted by the business. Humans are
both individuals and part of a greater system
simultaneously. We are part of the problem,
but we also hold the solution.

Developing the Human
Centered Business Index
The Human Centered Business Index 2016 is the
first report. Lumen Behavior will conduct and
publish the research annually.
A research-based framework: The framework
of Human Centered Business was developed in
collaboration with 14 experts on human centered
design, systems change and social innovation
from across the world – from Burma to Berkeley.
Qualitative analysis has identified gaps and a
collective, creative effort led by Lumen Behavior
has identified the framework of Human Centered
Business as a solution.
Validated by dialogue with customers: The first
study identified gaps in the current operating
framework of sustainable business, which were
validated in a broad dialogue with customers from
Sweden and globally. Thematic data analysis
of almost 7 500 individual statements offered
important insights incorporated into the
development of the framework.
Swedish market in focus: The first test of the
framework was conducted on the Swedish market,
which was identified as an early adopter market by
international experts. A highly qualified nomination
network identified 250 companies for the first

screening of the framework. For-profit ventures of
all sizes where considered.

Key insights and business implications
1. The time of positioning a business by 		
talking about sustainability is about to end.
Sustainability has been mainstreamed.
It will impact business decisions for everyone.
2. There is an ever-growing number of 		
perspectives and knowledge available at
the swipe of a finger.
It is essential
to keep learning.
3. More individuals, groups, special interests 		
and all kinds of constellations are able to 		
voice their thoughts, opinions, visions and 		
wishes. You might not like what they have
to say, but the most valuable insights come
from dialogue.
Prepare to live with the
delights and discomforts of dialogue.
4. In a world of constant movement, the need
to stand firmly in one’s own purpose while 		
listening to and working with stakeholders
is essential.
Great (ongoing,
multi-stakeholder and multi-channel)
communication is more important than ever.
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The Critical Customer
– Next level stakeholder insights
Capturing knowledge carried by individuals, especially when the stakeholder map is
complex, is the most beneficial way to inform decision-making in a new way.

The most challenging part of this is to capture that
which is said far away from the boardrooms. These
dialogues require more from the person conducting
them, but they will bring more unique value in
return. Individuals representing stakeholder groups
without formal influence over the company’s
decisions have no interest in preserving existing
structures, so they will challenge, develop and
expand your knowledge.

7 497 CUSTOMERS
GLOBALLY

CUSTOMERS ON
15 MARKETS ACROSS
4 CONTINENTS
8

AGE SPAN FROM
2 TO 94 YEARS OLD

Since January 2014, Lumen Behavior has engaged
in extensive dialogue with our clients’ stakeholders.
These represent customers in both specific and
general terms, and aggregated they lead us to
the most fascinating insights on customers’
expectations of future business.

674 CUSTOMERS
IN SWEDEN

887 INTERVIEWED
33 706 MINUTES
OF CONVERSATION
6 610 RESPONDENTS
793 200 VARIABLES
ANALYZED

Customer insights
Based on the thousands of dialogues we had
with our clients’ customers, we have been able to
identify recurring patterns and themes. Talking
to stakeholders about topics relevant to them
provides important information about the market
and shines new light on decision-making. Each
dialogue was conducted according to the person’s
age, situation and cognitive ability.
Customer insight 1

Real answers are found in real conversations.
The customer wants to be heard with empathy and
engage in meaningful conversations. Businesses
that master empathy will succeed and gain useful
information from these conversations.
Understanding the customer’s reality and what
is truly relevant to her is key. It is no longer
possible to divide customers into generic
categories (segments) based on age, gender and
place of residence. Instead, customers ask for
individualization, and to be asked questions that
inspire real conversation.
Customer insight 2

The critical customer is your friend. Expressing
dissatisfaction is a way of showing commitment
by investing in improvements. A customer willing
to criticize and offer feedback to a business is a
precious asset. She is helping you to learn and
develop. A business that responds with creativity
and solves the problem inspires loyalty and trust.
Customer insight 3

Trust is built by those brave enough to enter
into conversation. To stand tall when the
customer addresses the uncomfortable issues
builds strong relationships. The customer does not
expect that nothing will ever go wrong, but she will
be impressed when problems are solved and her
considerations inform decision-making.
Customer insight 4

It’s okey to misstep from time to time.
The customer is not interested in “right” and
“best.” She cares about willingness to innovate and
iterate in order to solve problems. When things go
wrong, the values are tested, and how the company
responds makes a strong impression.

Leveraging 
human
knowledge
– How does
it work?
The starting point is that every individual
is entitled and has a unique value as a
human being – at the same time, everyone
is also part of a structure.
To create change, we can draw strength
from people’s subjective reality, and from
their experiences and stories. In order
to move forward, we need to understand
the frameworks and context surrounding
those personal narratives. To emphatically
take in the testimony of an individual, and
to understand the system at the same
time, is a powerful way of working with
stakeholder dialogues.
This way of looking at stakeholders – as
individuals and as parts of a bigger system
– also brings challenges. The interests
of stakeholders are not always aligned.
Sometimes they are in grave conflict.
So what to do? We need a solid understanding of the stakeholders – who
they are, and how they are prioritized.
A well-conducted stakeholder mapping
is essential to leveraging knowledge from
new sources – but in order to bring that
additional value that will make a company
Human Centered, we also need to
consider all the prioritized stakeholders at
once, even if they have different opinions.
This means that the only way to succeed
is to create value for one stakeholder that
also generates value for another stakeholder. And never be satisfied with
flippant trade-offs; never compromise
core values. Value that is created for one
stakeholder at the expense of another
will be costly for the business. Instead of
looking at each group separately, we need
to see the system. In order to not lose
track of the knowledge generated by the
dialogues, we need to apply the principle
of empathy in each meeting.
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TOP 10
Human Centered Business Index 2016
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IUG

Mitt Liv

Polarbröd

Saltå
Kvarn

Skanska and IKEA
together
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About the Human Centered Business Index
The Human Centered Business Index measures performance on the metrics of purpose, empathy,
systems-approach and resilience, in relationship to operating framework indicators, based on publicly
available materials. The parameters are used to rank companies into four tiers of Human Centered Business.
The top tier is presented in this report. In the 2016 Index, the companies are not ranked within their tier.

Key insights from the Top 10
1

Being successful in sustainability has
moved the winners beyond traditional
notions of “sustainability” into a new understanding of their core business as a vehicle
for multidimensional value creation.
“I would not talk about sustainability as something
separate from our core business. The different aspects of
sustainability are so intertwined with everything we do.”
JOHAN UNUNGER, CEO, SALTÅ KVARN

2

By standing strong in purpose, the winners
have mobilized the momentum to leap from
one single issue to a complex understanding
of issues as being interconnected.
“During 2012 we asked all employees what we need to do
to still be around in 133 years. The dialogue resulted in
a list of the 10 most important things. For the social and
economic aspects of sustainability they emphasized that
we need to have attractive products, good leadership,
motivated employees, profitability for future investment,
as well as an attractive workplace.”
CARINA ROOS, HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT, POLARBRÖD

3

Entrepreneurship – or intrapreneurship
– is key. By taking agency beyond one’s
own operations and believing in one’s own
significance, the winners have taken on the
task of creating change for their fields.
“We are value-driven. We want to be an energy company
that is run with an entrepreneurial spirit and in an
innovative manner. The key is to be self-aware and ready
to make improvements when it’s needed.”
ELIAS VIEGLINS, PR MANAGER, GODEL

4

From sure to clear: the frontrunners have
made a shift from a focus on being right
to being transparent and in motion. This
means that they can openly share and have
a dialogue about the challenges they face
and the improvements they are making.
“My best advice is to go out and talk to people and
be open to listen and to make changes!”
ANTON HÅKANSSON, FOUNDER, DAYCAPE
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BOKLOK.
For building equal access to living well
Being housing developers, BoKlok has a model that ensures that customers get as good value for
money as possible, without compromising on quality or sustainability principles. And naturally
it blends the expertise from IKEA on home furnishings and how people want to live, and from Skanska
on building quality homes. The homes are well designed and furnished with all the amenities needed
by modern families. Houses are positioned to form natural meeting points, and cars are not
permitted between the houses.
“Empathy and awareness about the system are terms that I recognize from the strategic work behind
BoKlok. It was in 1995, just after this financial crisis and everything that was built was really expensive,
really luxurious with sea views. Skanska and IKEA started a conversation about why no one was building
for ordinary people, says Ewa Magnusson, Head of concept and sustainability.
“Just like IKEA we had the goal of creating a better everyday life for the many people.
One can say that there was a degree of empathy involved. A single woman living alone with a child – she has
a tough situation in the housing market. In 1996, she had SEK 3 000 per month to spend on accommodation,
now the figure is SEK 7 400 and that is the threshold for the cost of our smallest apartments.
That is innovative for this sector!
“We have taken big steps to meet higher demands for ecological sustainability. We are actively looking
for land in areas that have been labeled as ‘social exclusion areas.’ We believe that we can do something
there to improve social inclusion. We work actively to lower the threshold for people who want to enter
the housing market.
“We are a for-profit company: it is our opportunity to do even more of this. We are trying to solve the 
housing crisis in Sweden in our way. We are a values-driven company and we have a clear mission.
We also drive development in the construction industry from a purely technical perspective.”

Ewa Magnusson
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Skanska and IKEA
together

The BoKlok housing concept was born in 1996 at a
time when the demand for newly built apartments
was at an all time high. A partnership between IKEA
and Skanska, BoKlok pioneered the idea of building
for people seeking out reasonable priced housing.
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DAYCAPE.
For making autism a superpower
DayCape is a digital platform that provides guidance for children with autism to learn new skills.
Through the DayCape app, children with autism can now carry out daily life activities enthusiastically
and collaboratively. Friends, teachers or family can add activities directly into the app. When it is time
for an activity, the child receives a reminder. The app clearly shows what needs to be done as well as
how much time is available for the activity using images. Through flexible design and customizable
function, DayCape makes it possible for children with autism to participate in everyday life and feel
excited about what’s to come. Through its empathetic approach, DayCape instills confidence and
wellbeing among autistic children, convincing them that they too have super powers.
“Unlike Superman, Peter Parker never really felt like a hero. He rather feels like he is hurting people around
him. He knows it was his fault that his uncle was killed, for instance. I think many people with autism feel that
they have something within themselves that they do not really understand, and in some cases harm people.
You become angry without knowing it really, when it actually makes people sad. But Peter Parker realized
eventually that it’s actually something he can use to save people. I believe in the turnaround as well, the
first may not understand it, it just feels wrong, you’d rather just hide it well. Then as you learn more and grow,
it becomes your own super power, says Anton Håkansson, founder of DayCape.
“I wanted to create something that could help these children to the turnaround. When using the app,
allowing themselves to be helped by it, they learn – they simply turn it into a super power. Learning to
deal with the difficulties they have, and instead making use of them, and then being able to focus on
what they are good at.
“My best advice is to go out and talk to people, and be open to listening – and to make changes!
“I read a quote, it was about the school system in the United States: ‘What if there’s someone who can
not a ord to go to college, who has the cure for cancer in his head?’ In some respects, it’s the same thing
here: there could be a person who has the cure for cancer in his head, who is so clever, and who
– because of that – also needs this extra push. That is why this is so important.”

Anton Håkansson

DayCape is a social enterprise founded by Anton
Håkansson in 2014 that creates an everyday system
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of support for young people on the autism spectrum.
DayCape responds to the challenges faced by autistic
children in integrating fully in society. As everyday life
gets noisier and more stressful, the challenges faced
by autistic children are magnified. This can often
leave children without a system of support,
low self-esteem and loss of faith in one’s abilities.
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ELEKTA.
For innovating from a patient perspective
For Elekta, good corporate citizenship means creating and maintaining value for our customers by
providing safe and efficient solutions for enhanced care. Elekta is a human care company pioneering
significant innovations and clinical solutions for treating cancer and brain disorders. The company
develops state-of-the-art tools and treatment planning systems for radiation therapy.
“Elekta is driven by empathy. We work from a patient perspective in all of our innovations, in order to improve
the lives of patients in their most difficult moments,” says Tomas Puusepp, CEO at Elekta.
“We can only create meaningful products if we place the patient at the center of attention. As a creative and
innovative company, we work closely with our customers, i.e. health care providers and hospitals, to gain a
good understanding of what they need in order to provide their patients with the best possible treatment.
“What distinguishes us from other companies is that we enter our customer relationships with a long-term
approach, instead of simply focusing on what we assume to be the needs of the market. For us it is essential
to listen to our customers in order to fully understand their needs. If all companies shared Elekta’s approach
to customer relationships, they would create completely different conditions for building strong businesses.
Customers can be a real driving force for innovation and creativity.
“Elekta prioritizes sustainability in all our processes. Our ability to operate a responsible business is
directly related to creating a strong and reputable brand that supports a long-term sustainable market
presence and growth.
“EcoDesign is a key component of our product development. EcoDesign is based on a life-cycle perspective
and aims to restrict the use of harmful substances, as well as to minimize energy and resource utilization
from production to usage. EcoDesign is equally about encouraging and facilitating product upgrades and
recycling, and avoiding composite materials that are more difficult to recycle.”

Tomas Puusepp

Elekta solutions in oncology and neurosurgery
are used in over 6 000 hospitals worldwide.
Elekta employs around 3 500 employees globally.
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The corporate headquarters is located in Stockholm,
Sweden. The company impacts more than a million
seriously ill patients globally every year. Stretching
the boundaries of science and technology,
Elekta provides intelligent and resource-efficient
solutions that offer confidence to both health care
providers and patients.
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FJÄLLRÄVEN.
For inspiring us to walk with nature
To promote wellbeing, Fjällräven runs the Fjällräven Classic hiking event and the Polar dog sledding
adventure – both bringing in ordinary people into nature in new ways. Beyond nature and its customers, Fjällräven prioritizes the wellbeing of staff and suppliers – focusing on attracting and retaining
talent through staff development, product safety and reducing environmental health risks.
“At Fjällräven, all of the criteria for Human Centered Business are present – but more clearly in certain
areas. Creativity and innovation go hand in hand, and we are a creative company. There is a strong tradition
not to walk in someone else’s footsteps - it is all about innovation. Awareness of the system is especially
visible in our sustainability efforts. Our focus is on nature, to work with nature, not at the expense of it.
We also see the need for an empathetic approach towards all stakeholders, says Christiane Dolva,
Head of CSR Fjällräven.
“Our vision is three-legged: we want to make functional, timeless and durable products. And we’ll make
them in a manner that is responsible towards nature, animals and people. All those aspects are closely tied
to the product that will last longer than a trend; it will sustain and gain emotional value to the consumer with
a timeless design that inspires an active life in nature. This will, in and of itself, inspire a sustainable lifestyle.
“An important success factor is that we dare to go for our own solutions instead of following trends.
We make products that we believe in, with smart features and durability.
“Although it has gone very well for us, we are still a fairly slim organization. We are a small tight team.
It makes it easier for us to make quick decisions. The present leadership does not feel hierarchical or far
away from the coworkers, and we make sure that everyone is seen and appreciated for their performance.
“I want to stress the importance of identifying corporate values, and having a clear idea of why you
do what you do. Then it becomes easier to make all kinds of decisions, since you always have those
values to fall back on.”

Christiane Dolva

Fjällräven makes functional and durable outdoor
equipment with the goal of a “healthier outdoor life,
now, and for future generations.” The company was
founded in 1960 by Åke Nordin. Today Fjällräven’s
products are sold in more than 20 countries.
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Fjällräven launched The Fjällräven Way in 2010 as a
guidance tool for their sustainability efforts. Inspired
by the four cardinal directions, this innovative management compass guides every decision made by the
company and contains four areas of activity: Nature
and Environment, Social Responsibility, Economy &
Business Processes, and Wellbeing.
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FRÖSUNDA.
For role modeling social care
tailored to the individual
Frösunda has taken significant steps in recent years to focus on developing quality in their work.
Customer satisfaction totaled 91 percent within disability and personal assistance in 2013. The
company’s leadership recognizes that the needs of tomorrow will differ from those of from today:
how can we provide good health and social care in the future when there are more and more people
to be looked after, and fewer people available to do it? Rather than viewing their customers as a
group, they strive to see each customer as an individual who is entitled to special support. In this way,
Frösunda works to transfer power to the customer.
“The company upholds three key values in their daily business: respect, commitment, and curiosity in order
to reach the vision that all people with disabilities, elderly and young people can participate as fully in
society, says Christine Rosencrantz, Director of Quality at Frösunda.
“Three years ago, Frösunda became the first Swedish company to use the PERMA subjective wellbeing tool
developed by Dr. Martin Seligman at the University of Pennsylvania on their clients to fully assess wellbeing
across the company. The PERMA profiler looks at more than just happiness alone, it takes into c onsideration
the multifaceted nature of wellbeing – including positive emotions, engagement, relationships, meaning and
accomplishment. Frösunda has implemented the PERMA profiler across business areas and is using it as a
means of strategy alignment to its customers. This deep commitment to quality prevails across
the organization.
“To provide care, and to really make room in society, we need courageous people, leaders and businesses
that dare to stand on the customer’s side in all situations. The manager is a key figure, which is why we have
implemented a comprehensive program for customer-oriented development. It has been a transformative
process. Everyone has not been prepared to leave the traditional desk job to become a leader driven
by customer contact.
“Customer focus is our strategy. This way we will be the customer’s first choice. If implemented with
courage and perseverance, it will also impact our customers’ place in society, and their ability to live
life as they want to live it.”

Christine Rosencrantz

Frösunda is one of the largest private care
providers in Sweden with more than 20 years of
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experience in care and 8 000 staff across Sweden.
Frösunda o perates elderly homes and support and
service to those with disabilities or behavioral and
social problems. The company is driven by a strong
commitment to improve the quality of life of people
with special needs due to disability, dementia or
difficult family situations.
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GODEL.
For pushing innovation
in the electricity industry
GodEl believes in a better world and is purely purpose-driven – the company exists strictly to do
good in the world. By selling simple, honest and affordable services, and giving the profit to charity,
they contribute to a world where everyone can eat, all children can go to school and everyone gets
the care they need.
“GodEl sells electricity. Electricity is something we all need and together, as a large group of customers,
we can accomplish a lot. GoodCause Foundation was founded with the vision to start and run businesses
that donate their profits to charity, says Elias Vieglins, PR manager at GodEl.
“We are values-driven. We want to be an energy company that is run with an entrepreneurial spirit and
in an innovative manner. The key is to be self-aware and ready to make improvements when needed.
“It is also key that we know our customers – who they are, and what they want. We must be ready to
challenge our customers in a way, and - even more importantly – to be challenged by them. They will
ask tough questions, and if we can’t answer them, we are done!
“I also find it important to avoid the empty rhetoric surrounding businesses and sustainability. There has
to be relevant content in everything communicated. If we want to convince people we have to communicate
about real things, and there must be actual activities and accomplishments to talk about. To not invest in
the environment in a serious way is to ignore future consumers and generations.
“We cannot wait for other people or politicians to make decisions and create change, so we are
creating our own road forward instead. For me, that is the definition of innovation.”

Elias Vieglins
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All profits from GodEl are donated to charity. GodEl
has no private profit, which means they have neither
private shareholders nor direct bonuses. The profit
goes to seven charities, so that more people can feed
themselves, access health care and more children
can go to school.
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IDROTT UTAN
GRÄNSER (

SPORT WITHOUT
BORDERS

).

For fostering every form of creativity
By introducing active learning and youth-led activities in underutilized spaces – such as PE classrooms, playgrounds and schoolyards during non-school hours – IUG is filling leadership, role model,
and diversity gaps in society. The aim is to strengthen self-esteem and confidence in young people,
so that they are given more opportunities to shape their own future.
“To improve integration, IUG works with children across all social strata, so that ‘we’ and ‘they’ no longer
exist. IUG wants to integrate children from different backgrounds and allow them to meet and engage in
sports without borders, says Admir Lucacevic, founder IUG.
“The entire IUG model is based on people and hands-on role modeling: IUG trains activity leaders
– often young and from foreign backgrounds – to lead IUG activities. IUG creates a win-win interactive
program due to it being human-centered in its design – empathy, teamwork, and leadership are at the
very core of the approach.
“When I founded the organization, I asked myself what kind of society I wanted to see in 20 years. I wish
for a world where we ensure that children can go to school and have a job, and a world where every child
and youth is acknowledged as an important member of society.
“The issues can be addressed in different ways, but we look beyond wealth and resources. Some of the
children have parents who are welfare recipients. It can be difficult for them to reach beyond that. And vice
versa: some just want to do boxing, but they might have parents who are advising against it, saying things
like, ”Boxing is not for you – you should be a lawyer!” They have to look beyond their social affiliation.
That’s difficult.
“I’m a strong entrepreneur, and we have grown 300 percent in two years. But the number one lesson I have
to share with others is that wanting to make a difference requires patience. I’ve never had anyone giving
me any means for free. You need to work hard – and eventually, people will remember you.”

Admir Lukacevic
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Idrott Utan Gränser (IUG) is a social enterprise
founded in 2010 by Admir Lukacevic with a mission to
cultivate a generation of young people eager to take
the necessary steps, risks and responsibility to shape
their lives. IUG uses sports as a tool to introduce new
forms of collaboration between the public, private and
non-profit sectors.
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MITT LIV.
For using mentorship to
transform the labor market
Mitt Liv brings new meaning to values, including openness and transparency, diversity, responsibility
of all citizens, and opportunities on the Swedish labor market. By taking on a human-centered
approach with empathy at its core, Mitt Liv meets the needs of its target groups and forges new paths
for collaboration across sectors. Mitt Liv is breaking norms of exclusion.
“Mitt Liv believes that integration is about meeting halfway – for this reason, the company has created
a mentee and mentor program for people with a foreign background in Sweden who lack employment.
Our vision is an inclusive society that values diversity. We want to provide better conditions for our mentees,
so we have to work with the other side to increase awareness, get more mentors and partners.
We are building a meeting place, says Henrietta Bean, Head of Mitt Liv Stockholm.
“On a macro-level, people today have a clearer understanding of how diversity affects so many. This was not
the case some time ago, when it was considered to affect only a few. When I started Mitt Liv in Stockholm
in 2010, I received a lot of questions, but there has been a big shift in the last couple of years in that more
people understand the concept of addressing the issue from two sides.
“Mitt Liv works on many levels to advance dialogue and action around diversity in Sweden – achieved
through lectures, training, counseling, and networking meetings for organizations that want to actively
contribute to inclusion and diversity on the Swedish labor market.
“The key to our success is that we are doing something concrete and tangible. There are a lot of people in
our sector who talk about the problem. What makes us unique is that we meet the people concerned every
day, and achieve real change.”

Henrietta Bean

Mitt Liv is a social enterprise working for an inclusive
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society and labor market that values diversity.
Founded in 2008 by Sofia Appelgren,
Mitt Liv o perates programs in Gothenburg,
Stockholm, Norrköping, Linköping, and Malmö.
Through mentoring, training and creating new
networks, Mitt Liv opens doors for people with
a foreign background in Sweden.
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POLARBRÖD.
For leading the way with the Natural Steps
framework for sustainability
Polarbröd makes healthy eating possible for current and future generations by applying the
Natural Step methodology’s systematic approach to sustainability. Polarbröd is promoting an
economy in which we ensure a food production that stays within the sustainability principles,
that is within the planetary boundaries. This is an economy where detrimental effects on
ecosystems and human life are prevented.
“During 2012 we asked all employees what we need to do to still be around in 133 years. The dialogue
resulted in a list of the 10 most important things. For the social and economic aspects of sustainability they
emphasized that we need to have attractive products, good leadership, motivated employees, profitability
for future investment, as well as an attractive workplace, says Carina Roos, Head of administration and
sustainability Polarbröd.
“One of our success factors has been the fact that we are a values-driven company with a gender equality
strategy. It is high on our agenda. We want to ensure that women and men have the same opportunities.
You should be able to combine work with family and parenting.
“I’m convinced that a holistic approach is needed to create the best conditions for people.
There must be a balance between private life and work. Becoming a parent is extremely enriching.
“We will keep working with employee participation. Equality and diversity is also in focus.
Having different perspectives on the issues is important for success.”

Carina Roos

Polarbröd – Now and for Generations
Polarbröd is a family-owned bakery with roots in the
bread culture of Northern Sweden. It has been around
for over one hundred years and is today Sweden’s
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third largest bread producer. It’s vision is to create
opportunities to eat healthy, delicious food now and
for generations. Sustainability is a precondition for
this, so Polarbröd’s goal is to be fully sustainable
by 2022. The acquisition of four wind turbines from
OX2 reflects the company’s commitment, and is an
important step along the way.
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SALTÅ KVARN.
For breathing new life into
organic food production
Saltå Kvarn prioritizes four key values: relationships, ecology, health and taste. Saltå Kvarn focuses
on long-term relationships with suppliers, customers and consumers. Organic farming is a guiding
principle for Saltå Kvarn. The company carbon offsets their shipments with tree planting and avoids
additional processing that inhibits the natural nutritional properties of food.
“I would not talk about sustainability as something separate from our core business. The different aspects
of sustainability are so intertwined with everything we do. A successful business, a long-term sustainable
business, must in every moment consider its impact, says Johan Ununger, CEO Saltå Kvarn.
“The world is facing a number of urgent issues that we will have to deal with. Right now we are living in
a warming epoch caused by humans – this is the first time in history that a single species will determine
the outcome regarding the material aspects of this planet.
“Then of course, it is important to build business models that addresses the challenges of global warming,
just as it is important to build business models addressing current integration and migration challenges.
That is the basis of successful entrepreneurship, which is why I do not use terms like ’social enterprise’
– because all business must be sustainable.
“We don’t want to add regulations and restrictions to the work of the farmers. Rather, we want to provide
opportunities for farmers to develop in a sustainable way from their own driving force. We introduced a
toolkit for farmers to incentivize positive environmental impact. This toolkit offers 120 ways for farmers to
maintain and improve their soil, increase biodiversity, and reduce their climate impact. These measures are
based on guidelines from the Stockholm Resilience Center. Farms earn points for each completed action,
and Saltå Kvarn pays more for products in relation to the achieved score by the farm.”

Johan Ununger

Saltå Kvarn is an organic food company that
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produces flour and various types of bread from
organically grown grain. Founded in 1964, the
company has expanded to sell 150 additional
products including beans, lentils, pasta, rice,
olive oil, fruit, juices, nuts and more. Saltå Kvarn’s
products are available in most grocery and health
stores in Sweden.
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Developing the Human
Centered Business Index
The Human Centered Business Index was created to highlight the frontrunners of business beyond
sustainability. The Index can be used to analyze an individual company, as well as too benchmark
against other companies in the market.
The Human Centered Business Index 2016 is the first report and the research will be conducted
and published annually, to support companies with the ambition to transcend. The tool is validated
in a stakeholder-inclusive process.

Research based framework
The framework of Human Centered Business is
developed together with 14 international experts in:
• Human centered design
• Systems change
• Social innovation
Qualitative analysis identified gaps and this
collective, creative effort was led by Lumen
Behavior to identify the framework of Human
Centered Business.

Validated in dialogue with customers
The gaps in the current operating framework of
sustainable business identified in the first phase of
research, was strongly validated in the results of
the dialogue study with customers in Sweden and
globally. Thematic data analysis of almost 7 500
individual statements gave important insights into
the development of the framework.

Dimensions of Human Centered Business

1. Purpose: Meaning derived from carrying 		
forward values-driven work. Purpose is 		
described and acted on in relation to core 		
business. Actions of company align with
a core purpose.
2. Empathy: Empathy, or putting oneself in the
shoes of the stakeholder, is embraced as a 		
foundational element of better business and
business communication. Empathy is embedded
into initiatives of the company. Company is 	
aware of the importance of empathy delivered
to the entire marketplace – from customers,
to employees, to the public.
3. Systems-approach: Business moves away
from “linear” thinking (focus is on fixing isolated
problems) to a systems perspective (holistic
view of sustainability).
4. Resilience: Adaptability, flexibility and
willingness to innovation and iterate in order
to solve problems.

Swedish market in focus
The first test of the framework was conducted
in the Swedish market, as identified as an early
adopter market by the international experts. A
highly qualified nomination network identified 250
companies for the first screening of the framework.
For-profit ventures of all sizes where considered.
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The Index – methodology
The Human Centered Business Index is created
by assessing how the companies’ operating
frameworks relates to the four dimensions of
Human Centered Business.

Indicators – standard operating framework

•
		
		
•
		
•
•
		
•
		
•
		

Mission – The mission statements
provide an understanding of the main aim
of the organization
Vision – An aspirational description of what
an organization would like to achieve
Values – captures the company’s beliefs
Priorities – defines what the company 		
wants to do now
Approach – explains how the company
tackles challenges
Key assets – the resources key
to performance

•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		

Strategy – summarizes the choices made
to bring about a desired future
Services/products – describes what the
organization offers
Value chain – the activities conducted to
deliver products or services to the market
Sustainability context – how the 		
organization impacts economic, environ-	
mental and social conditions, at the local,
regional or global level.
Stakeholder inclusiveness – explains how
the company responds to stakeholders 		
expectations and interests.
Transparency (Materiality, Completeness)
– means that material, reasonable and 		
appropriate information is provided.

The Index drew on publicly available materials,
not limited to sustainability information since
the most successful companies integrate their
corporate responsibility into the core of the
operation. Looking at the available information
about the operating frameworks of the companies
we d
 erived a comprehensive picture of how the
skills of purpose, empathy, systems-approach and
resilience are implemented into the strategy and
everyday business.

Objective criteria to determine score

Every company was scored on all indicators for
each of these dimensions. To assess how strongly
the 4 dimensions of purpose, empathy, systemsapproach and resilience were expressed in the
operating framework, businesses were ranked on
a scale of 1 to 4 (1: low implementation; 4: very
strong implementation).
To determine how to score the company, a set
criteria was used. These criteria were inspired by
the GRI-principles of defining content and quality
in disclosures on governance approach and
organizational impact.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Balance
Comparability
Accuracy
Timeliness
Clarity
Reliability

Criteria e
in
to determ
e
r
o
sc

Dimensions

s
icator

Ind

Dimensions – Human Centered Business, research
based framework
Indicators – standard operating framework
Criteria to determine score – GRI definitions of
content and quality in disclosures

Three-dimensional analysis
The Human Centered Business Index is a summary
measure of the three-dimensional analysis of each
company.
The Index simplifies and captures only part of
what Human Centered Business entails. It doesn’t
capture the specifics of the strategic choices or
thematic emphasis, challenges or risks. The tool
can offer valuable and more specific insights when
applied to an individual company.
Still, composite statistic of the Index will allow for
benchmarking, shining a light on the front-runners
and supporting communication.
On company level, the three-dimensional analysis
can be viewed as topography. The visualization can
be a powerful tool in a process of becoming Human
Centered Business.

Top 10!

Four tiers
– but not individual rankings 2016
The companies are ranked into four tiers and the
top tier is presented in this report. In the 2016
Index, the companies are not ranked within their
tier, as the tool used is still under validation.
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“Stop with the labels… because we are not
jam jars; we are extraordinary, different,
wonderful people. And it’s up to us to
create a business word that takes this into
account.”
Caroline Casey, motivational TED Speaker, award
winning serial social entrepreneur is both an
adventurer and business woman. Subject of the
National Geographic Documentary Elephant Vision,
Ashoka Fellow, Young Global Leader of the World
Economic Forum, TED speaker and unwavering
campaigner, Caroline’s passion and ambition for
leading a life without limits and labels is truly
contagious. Since taking a life changing decision at
28 to leave her successful career as a management
consultant and travel across India on an elephant,
Caroline has been committed to building a global
movement on inclusive business to build an
equal society for the 1 billion people in the
world with a disability.

“To have a sustainability or CSR
department, working in isolation, is
pointless. These perspectives need to be
an integrated part of your core business
– for example in product development,
in delivery, in the offering to the market.”
Arne Karlsson is the now exiting Chair of Ratos,
where he also served as CEO 1999-2012. Arne
transformed the company to becoming an active
owner, creating value by developing successful
and sustainable companies in the Nordic market
– and in doing so increased the value of the
company by 1 500 percent. Arne continues to
develop businesses by serving in several Boards.
He is Chairman of Bonnier Holding, Ecolean, Einar
Mattsson, the Swedish Corporate Governance
Board, SNS Board of Trustees (Centre for Business
and Policy Studies) and the World’s Children’s
Prize Foundation, as well as Board member of
AP Møller-Maersk, Bonnier and Fortnox.

Initiating dialogue
The Index is created to initiate an important dialogue:
What is the future of Human Centered Business in Sweden?
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The first opportunity was the launching event at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), in its Industrial
Economics and Management (Indek) department, in March 2016. Giving perspective of business beyond
sustainability was distinguished social entrepreneur Caroline Casey, the former Ratos Chair Arne Karlsson,
KTH adjunct instructor Gregg Vanourek and Lumen Behavior CEO Johanna Hallin.

“Commitment changes the game.
Commitment comes when the cause
is n
 oble, rich with meaning for the
participants, not just a job or a position,
but an opportunity to achieve something
extraordinary and to work on something
that resonates with their values
and passions.”
Gregg Vanourek is an entrepreneurial thought
leader, speaker, and author. He has been a leader
in market-leading startups and other ventures.
He conducts speaking engagements and learning
and development programs worldwide, and teaches
at the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
School of Entrepreneurship, and Stockholm
Business School. He is co-author of three
influential books: Triple Crown Leadership: Building
Excellent, Ethical, and Enduring Organizations,
Life Entrepreneurs: Ordinary People Creating
Extraordinary Lives, and Charter Schools in Action:
Renewing Public Education.

“My eye opener was empathic meetings
from brothels to board rooms – from
field work to strategic discussions – and
realizing how completely different settings
can be connected and impact each other
in our global systems. The scope of the
problems we are facing is the challenge,
but in our relationships we already carry
the solutions.”
Johanna Hallin is CEO and Founder of Lumen
Behavior. In over 15 years of global leadership
experience, Johanna’s passion for human rights
and sustainability has led her to professional
pursuits in 75 countries. She has also served
as Global Strategy Director for the Kinnevik
companies’ international CSR initiative: Reach
for Change, as well as owned and served as
CEO for a communications agency.

Please join the conversation
•
•
•
•
•

#humancenteredbusiness
www.humancentered.se
@lumenbehavior on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn
Signing up for the newsletter
Connecting with Lumen Behavior to host a dialogue or
seminar on Human Centered Business
• Nominating a company you find to be a great example
of Human Centered Business to the 2017 Index
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PONDUS

Why Human Centered Business?
Today’s global challenges are so large and complex
that they require a new kind of problem solving
and way of doing business. Finding solutions
requires a diversity of perspectives, approaches
and capabilities, and the business sector plays a
critical role in forging the path forward.
The next step of sustainability efforts requires
deeper connections to core business, and the
companies that are paving the way are leading
with purpose, empathy, systems-approach and
resilience. These are Human Centered Businesses.
As we celebrate the frontrunners an important
dialogue is also initiated: What is the future of
Human Centered Business in Sweden?

humancentered.se
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